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Abstract

Assertion checking is a powerful tool to detect software faults during debugging, testing and maintenance. Although assertion documents the behavior of one component, it is hard to document relations and interactions among several objects since such assertion statements are spread across the modules. Therefore, we propose to modularize such assertion as an aspect in order to improve software maintainability. In this paper, taking Observer pattern as an example, we point out that some assertions tend to be crosscutting, and propose a modularization of such assertion with aspect-oriented language. We show a limitation of traditional assertion and effectiveness of assertion aspect through the case study, and discuss various situations to which assertion aspects are applicable.

1. Introduction

Design by Contract[23] provides behavioral specifications including preconditions, postconditions and invariants to improve robustness of software. Preconditions protect the called component from illegal calls, and postconditions protect the caller against erroneous implementations, respectively[26]. However, they are hard to handle properties held in interactions among objects because traditional assertions specify behaviors of one object used by arbitrary clients.

We show one variant of Observer pattern[6] for an example. In the Observer pattern, observers and subjects are modeled as many-to-many relationship, in other words, a number of observers may observe one subject and an observer may observe several subjects. After a developer has implemented the observer pattern, the developer may reuse the many-to-many relationship code for one subject-to-many observers relationship because many-to-many implementation covers one-to-many usage. Although the developer may add assertions to observers and subjects in order to prohibit attaching an observer to several subjects, the assertions in the observers and the subjects strongly depend on each other.

This kind of assertions crosscutting objects is caused when a developer assumes some interaction patterns among the objects. Assertion specifying interactions is a promising tool for software maintenance since the behavior out of the interaction patterns expected by the developer may indicate a defect[4]. To use assertions effectively, we need a method to write assertions in a well-modularized manner since assertions crosscutting objects are harmful to the maintainability of software.

We propose to modularize assertions crosscutting objects as an aspect using an aspect-oriented language. In order to show the effect of modularization, we have defined a simple language whose pointcuts are a subset of AspectJ and compared two versions of the observer pattern with the one-to-many constraint in Java and in our language. As a result, modularized assertion simplifies objects and improves the maintainability of the objects.

This paper consists of six sections. In the next section, we present the background of the research. Section 3 describes our proposal modularizing crosscutting assertions to aspects. In Section 4, we show the difference between our approach and traditional assertion. In Section 5 we discuss software quality affected by our approach, situations to which our approach is applicable and related work. We draw conclusions in Section 6.
2. Motivation

Design by Contract\cite{23} improves robustness of software by specifying the behavior of a component based on preconditions and postconditions for each method of the component. Preconditions protect the called component from illegal calls, and postconditions protect the caller against erroneous implementations, respectively\cite{26}.

Practical programming languages such as Java and C++ have \texttt{assert} as a language construct, a function of the standard library, or a macro of a preprocessor. The behavior of \texttt{assert(expr)} statement is shown as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
assert(true)  \rightarrow do nothing
assert(false) \rightarrow throw a runtime exception
\end{verbatim}

 Preconditions and postconditions of a method are regarded as \texttt{assert} statements inserted into the beginning of the method and the end of the method, respectively.

Assertion checking is powerful, practical, scalable and simple to use. Assertion is effective to detect software faults during debugging, testing and maintenance\cite{25}. Assertion supports developers in understanding the software because it documents the behaviors of a component and effectively prevents developers from depending on implementation details of the component\cite{21}.

Several behavioral specification languages and tools including JML\cite{13}, jContractor\cite{15}, Larch\cite{8} and Contract4J\cite{3} are proposed to use assertion effectively. They provide several convenient functions and predicate to improve expressiveness of assertions. A developer describes properties for each method of a component using these languages. Gibbs et al. have proposed \textit{Temporal Invariants}, or an extension of assertion for temporal properties held in a series of method calls for one component\cite{7}. On the other hand, Yamada et al. have proposed \textit{Moxa}, or an aspect-oriented extension of JML\cite{27}. Moxa provides language constructs to write common properties to several methods and classes. These approaches extend assertions to describe a property related to several methods. However, they are hard to handle properties held in interaction among objects because traditional assertions specify behaviors of only one object used by arbitrary callers.

We show a variant of Observer pattern\cite{6} for an example. Observer pattern is an interaction pattern between Observers and Subjects. Figure 1 shows the structure of the pattern. \texttt{Subject} represents an object which has some data, and \texttt{Observer} represents an object watching subjects. An observer first attaches itself to a subject by calling the \texttt{attach} method. When the state of a subject is updated, the subject notifies the attached observers by calling \texttt{update} method of them. The notified observers call some methods of the subject to get updated information. An observer calls the \texttt{detach} method of a subject when the observer no longer need notification message from the subject. Observers and subjects are modeled as many-to-many relationship in the pattern. In other words, a number of observers may observe one subject and an observer may observe several subjects.

The assertion is hard to handle inter-object properties since the traditional assertion is described for each class. We discuss a variant of the observer pattern, a model of one subject-to-many observers relationship in order to show a limitation of the traditional assertion. After a developer has implemented an instance of the usual observer pattern, the developer can reuse the many-to-many relationship code for one-to-many relationship since many-to-many implementation covers one-to-many usage. The developer may want to add assertions in order to prevent an observer from being attached to several subjects. However, it is a hard task for the developer to describe the assertion for that purpose in a modularized manner since an observer has no variable which represents how many subjects the observer attaches to. So a developer need to add a field containing an attached subject to Observer and modify Subject to check and update the field when an observer is attached. The scattered code damages modularity and maintainability of the components. We show detailed code in Section 4.

We propose to write such crosscutting assertions in an aspect. In Aspect-Oriented Programming\cite{16}, an aspect is a module unit for a crosscutting structure such as above example. The features of our approach are following:

- Our approach is based on aspect-oriented programming. It is important to separate crosscutting assertions from objects since assertion is often regarded as a part of the interface of an object\cite{23}. The crosscutting assertions of objects affect modularity and maintainability of the objects.
- An aspect-oriented approach also enables developers to separate assertions into aspects for each purpose. Developers could not group assertions for each purpose in traditional approaches since traditional assertions are written for each method of a class. While Moxa also supports developers to group common properties for several methods, our approach al-
allows developers to group several properties of classes for each purpose.

- Crosscutting assertions are caused in various situations. For example, developers write a method along with assumptions for the usage of the method. The developers usually write such assumptions in a comment such as “This method foo is to be called from the method bar”. We should assert such assumptions since other developers may accidentally break assumptions when they reuse the method, and violated assumptions often cause a defect. We discuss the applicability of our approach in Section 5.4.

- Developers can deploy an aspect including application specific assertions to legacy components. Heineman pointed out that a service should be provided to enforce local properties specified by components as well as global properties specified by the application[11].

In the next section, we present the details of our approach.

3. Assertion as an Aspect

We propose to modularize crosscutting assertions in aspects. First we discuss language constructs which are useful to describe assertion. After the short discussion, we introduce a new simple aspect-oriented language whose pointcut designators are a small subset of AspectJ[1] to show basic language constructs to write assertions.

Pre-/post-conditions of a method are checked before/after the method is called respectively. Therefore, we regard them as before/after advices with a call pointcut in AspectJ. When assertions are separated from the objects, the separated assertions need a way to access context information including a method caller object, a callee object, their own (member) objects, method parameters and a return value through context exposure provided by AspectJ.

Comparing with an aspect implementing some functionality (or non-functional requirements), an aspect for assertion has following features.

- An aspect observes method call events and often accesses contextual information, a caller object and a callee object. So a developer often uses pointcut designators including call, this, target and args.
- An aspect has utility methods and fields to collect information through several method calls.
- An aspect sometimes needs to access private members of the object.

We have developed a simple aspect-oriented language specialized to write an aspect for assertion based on the above features. Our language provides several pointcut designators to easily access context information.

We allow a module of our language to include a block written in AspectJ to declare methods for utility functions and advices handling context information. We have defined our language to be converted to AspectJ since our purpose is not to develop a new practical language but to use a simple subset of AspectJ to write assertions.

3.1. Assertion Module

In this language, a developer declares assertion aspect using the keyword assertion. The declaration of a module consists of the name of the module, a module level pointcut and a set of advices.

```
assertion name ( params ) : pointcut
  << advice definition >>
end
```

The name of a module is provided just for management, it has no meaning in programming semantics. A module may have a module level pointcut describing a common pointcut among advices included in the module. The pointcut is optional, a developer may omit “: pointcut” fragment. Our language provides following primitive pointcuts to specify context in simple expression:

- p calls q represents a method call from p to q. p and q usually specify objects declared as parameters of the module. p and q may be type name or a wild card “*” when the developers have no interest in caller/callee objects, respectively. This statement is translated into following pointcut designators: call(* *(..)) && this(p) && target(q).
- p calls q.method(params), which is another form of the pointcut, is also allowed to specify the signature of the methods. This form is translated into the following pointcut designators: call(* *.-method(..)) && args(params) && this(p) && target(q).
- if(expr) represents a condition of the context. The assertions in the context module are enabled when the expr is true. This pointcut is exactly same as if pointcut of AspectJ.
- method(signature) represents a method signature constraint. This pointcut is simply converted to call(signature) pointcut. A developer uses this pointcut to specify methods when the developer is not interested in objects.

Although above pointcuts are sufficient to write usual assertions, other pointcut designators are also useful to
write assertions. For example, cflowbelow can specify pre/post-conditions for recursive method calls. Examining how powerful pointcuts such as cflow and dflow[20] affect the expressiveness of assertions is future work.

Parameters in the module declaration are module level variables, so all advices in the module can access the parameters. It allows developers to declare common parameters for each assertion.

3.2. Assertion Advice

An assertion module includes a number of advices. An advice is defined in the following format:

```ruby
def name ( params ) : pointcut
  pre
    <<expression or code block>>
  post
    <<expression or code block>>
end
```

The name, the parameters and the pointcut of an advice are same as the module level declaration. pre and post specify preconditions and postconditions, respectively. A developer writes a list of boolean expressions and code blocks in AspectJ. A list of expressions separated by ";" specifies conditions that must be satisfied. A code block is a procedure executed at the beginning or the end of the method. We assume that the code block updates variables for assertion checking. Here we show an example code as follows.

```
assertion OneSubjectManyObserver
def attach(Observer o, Subject s):
  * calls s.attach(o)
  pre o.subject == null;
  post o.subject == s;
  s.getObservers().contains(o);
  { Logger.log(o, "connects", s); }
end
end
```

The above code is same as following AspectJ code:

```aspect
aspect OneSubjectManyObserver {
  // condition attach
  before(Observer o, Subject s):
    call(* Subject.attach(Observer)) && target(s) && args(o) {
      assert o.subject == null;
    }
  after(Observer o, Subject s):
    call(* Subject.attach(Observer)) && target(s) && args(o) {
```

And an assertion module may include utility methods, member variables (fields), inter-type declarations, internal classes and arbitrary advices in AspectJ. The format is very simple as follows.

```ruby
{ <<AspectJ Code Block>>
}
```

3.3. Implementation

We have implemented a translator from our language into AspectJ using Racc, or a parser generator for Ruby[24]. Our translator converts pointcut declarations to AspectJ style, and just copies code blocks to the output. Therefore, developers can use several pointcut designators which are not directly supported by our translator, e.g. cflow. Since our language is translated into AspectJ, the code optimization of AspectJ provides executable code with less-overhead[12].

4. Case Study

We have implemented an Observer pattern with the one subject-to-many observers relationship constraint as a case study. One-to-many relationship means that an observer can register to only one subject, and one subject can be observed by multiple observers. Such relationship is found when a subject represents a data model and several views for the model are provided as observers. Developers can simply reuse normal Observer pattern to achieve the purpose, but some constraints are needed to prevent an observer to watch several subjects. Here, we are comparing two implementations, in Java and our language, in the view point of the modularity.

Figure 2 shows the overview of the implementation in Java, and Figure 3 shows code fragments added to the usual
// Extended interface for Observer
interface Observer2 extends Observer {
    public Subject getSubject();
    public void setSubject(Subject subject);
}

// Extend an Observer
public class NewObserver extends AnObserver
    implements Observer2 {
    Subject subject;

    public void setSubject(Subject subject) {
        this.subject = subject;
    }

    public Subject getSubject() {
        return subject;
    }
}

// New subject
public class ASubject implements Subject {

    public void attach(Observer o) {
        assert (o instanceof Observer2) &&
            (((Observer2)o).getSubject() == null);
        assert observers.contains(o);
        this.observers.add(o);
        assert observers.contains(o);
        ((Observer2)o).setSubject(this);
    }

    public void detach(Observer o) {
        assert (o instanceof Observer2) &&
            (((Observer2)o).getSubject() == this);
        assert observers.contains(o);
        this.observers.remove(o);
        assert observers.contains(o);
        ((Observer2)o).setSubject(null);
    }
}

Figure 3. One-to-many relationship in Java

An advantage of our approach is that developers can deploy one-to-many relationship for generic observers and subjects. Another advantage is that developers can mix one-to-many observers and many-to-many observers for one subject since the aspect affects only a pair of AnObserver and ASubject.

Our language enables a developer to easily write assertions. When a developer uses AspectJ to implement one-to-many observer pattern aspect, the implementation is similarly modularized as our language. The difference from our language is that a developer writes a pair of before and after advices for a method in AspectJ instead of a set of preconditions and postconditions in one advice.
assertion OneSubjectManyObserver

{ // AspectJ inter-type declaration
  public Subject AnObserver.subject = null;
}

def attach(ASubject s, AnObserver o):
  * calls s.attach(o)
  pre  !s.getObservers().contains(o);
       o.subject == null;
  post s.getObservers().contains(o);
       { // code executed after s.attach
         o.subject = s;
       }
end

def detach(ASubject s, AnObserver o):
  * calls s.detach(o)
  pre  s.getObservers().contains(o);
       o.subject == s;
  post !s.getObservers().contains(o);
       { o.subject = null;
       }
end

Figure 5. One-to-many relationship aspect

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss about behavioral subtyping, modular reasoning, situations to which our approach is applicable and related work.

5.1. Behavioral Subtyping

Behavioral subtyping guarantees that all objects of a subtype preserve all of the original type’s invariants[5]. Our approach enables developers to add assertions to a component using an aspect, or an external module. When a developer creates a new subclass of a component, assertion should automatically affect the new subclass for the consistency of the assertion. For example, when an aspect adds an assertion to a class P, a class Q which is a subclass of P is also affected by the assertion.

Our approach allows developers to add preconditions to a component. This feature may break behavioral subtyping since a subtype may have weak preconditions and strong postconditions of the supertype, but cannot have strong preconditions and weak postconditions[19]. However, we decided to allow strong preconditions since a developer sometimes can assume the stronger preconditions based on application constraints[11].

On the other hand, we prohibit removing assertions from objects for safety. Although the behavioral subtyping allows weak preconditions, we prevent a developer from being confused by mixing a code fragment explicitly violating a precondition with an aspect removing the precondition.

5.2. Modular Reasoning

Assertion documents the abstract behavior of a method. Well-modularized assertions provide useful information for a developer to understand interactions among objects.

Assertions separated from a component might reduce the comprehensibility of the component since assertions for a component crosscut a class and several assertion modules. Therefore, Aspect Visualizer[2] and tools finding aspects are important for managing aspects. If a developer finds aspects using Aspect Visualizer, the developer can inspect all related assertions. This is easier than finding all crosscutting assertions in other classes with grep or other tools[17]. A program just crashes even if a developer who does not know assertion added by an aspect writes a code fragment which violates the assertion. A developer can get assertion information from the stack trace after a program crashed, so it is not too serious problem.

5.3. Avoiding Side Effects

Assertion aspect should have no side effects for the state of objects. If the side-effect free methods are available, we should enforce aspects to call only such methods. Java with Access Control proposed by Kniesel et al.[18] is promising approach for this purpose since it provides readonly context prohibiting side effects and a method statically checking the context.

We allow an aspect to have its own state in order to calculate some statistical value, record a log or other similar purposes. Assertion aspect does not reduce maintainability since a developer does not need impact analysis for an assertion aspect when the aspect has no side effect on other objects.

5.4. Applicability

We have shown the example of the Observer pattern. Here we discuss the applicability of our approach. Our approach is also applicable to following situations:

- **Client specific assertions for a reusable component.**
  A simple example is a list (e.g. java.util.List) containing strings which match a certain regular expression. If several developers want to share such a list in their application, they may develop a new list component. However, many lists are hard to maintain when
each component needs a customized list respectively. This problem is well-known since a developer often needs to handle a set of data with containers, and C++ template mechanism and Java Generics support containers with type constraints. Our assertion approach supports other constraints that cannot be handled in type checking mechanisms.

- **Assertions for experimental/untrusted code.** A developer can add strict assertions to only new code but not to other well-tested code when the developer creates a new client accessing a long-lived component. After the new client is tested, the developer may remove assertions easily by just removing the assertion aspect. A developer can also write assertions for untrusted input from an external component added by a user after the system is released, e.g. a plug-in extending the software.

- **Assertions describing developers’ expectation.** Developers sometimes have implicit assumptions such as “When this method foo calls the method bar, the object holds a particular condition.” Although some developers declare this kind of expectation as a comment, other developers may accidentally break such assumptions when they introduce subclasses or aspects[22]. Our assertion may protect the method from the illegal usage by specifying the caller’s state. Specifying strict assertion for the usage of a component, developers might assure the behavior and the quality of the component.

- **Assertions for component behavior affecting other components.** A component usually accesses other components to achieve its task. Our assertion can specify a condition about method calls to other components. Since a wrong series of method calls from a component indicates a defect of the component[4], an assertion checking the behavior of an object is useful for developers. Developers can write assertions and utility advices checking the behavior of the object independent from the object code. Temporal invariants are also useful for this purpose[7].

- **Collaborating with unit testing.** JUnit[14] is a well-known unit testing tool for Java. JUnit provides class libraries which supports to write assertions and a tool which executes a test suite and collects the result. Our approach supports to test interactions among objects in addition to unit testing since assertion methods of JUnit can specify only the state of an object but cannot specify the expected behavior of the object, e.g. methods should be called in a test case.

5.5. Related Work

Zhao et al. proposed Pipa, or an extended language of JML which enables programmers to write assertions for advice[28]. Hanneman et al. have shown the usefulness of aspects implementing interactions among objects[9], and published their code[10]. If a developer introduces Pipa into a Observer pattern implemented in AspectJ, the result may be similar to our approach because Pipa code fragments are assertions for each advice and our code fragments are translated into assertion statements in advices. However, the purpose of Pipa is different from ours. Pipa aims to introduce assertion checking for advices, our approach aims to modularize crosscutting assertions. The concept of crosscutting assertion in our approach includes assertion for a set of the components which may be coded only in classes as main functionality (base code).

Yamada et al. proposed Moxa, another extension of JML[27]. Moxa provides an assertion module which enables programmers to write assertions shared by several methods and classes. Our approach focuses on modularizing crosscutting assertions into an aspect, their approach focuses on modularizing common properties into an aspect. The approaches may collaborate with each other.

Gibbs et al. have proposed Temporal Invariants, or an extension of assertion for temporal properties for one component[7]. Temporal invariants can describe temporal properties held in a series of method calls for one component. This approach can replace a process collecting context information (some flags checking control flow) with an expression of the temporal logic. When a developer can write temporal invariants for several components, it would be more useful tool.

6. Summary

Assertion documents the behavior of a component. Assertion checking is a powerful tool to detect software faults during debugging, testing and maintenance. Since traditional assertions are described for each method, the assertions crosscut several modules in order to specify inter-object properties. Crosscutting assertions are harmful to the modularity and maintainability of the components. Therefore we have proposed to modularize such assertion as an aspect using an aspect-oriented language. We have introduced a simple aspect-oriented language to show basic language constructs to write assertions, and developed a translator for the language into AspectJ. We have implemented two version of the Observer pattern in java and our language and have shown that crosscutting assertions in Java are modularized in our language. Aspect-oriented assertion is promising to improve software maintainability, and is applicable to various situations. In the future work, we are plan-
ning to research design by contract for inter-aspect properties and examine how powerful pointcuts such as cflow and dflow affect the expressiveness of assertions.
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